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Seminar Series No. 243  ISSN 1838-8558  ISBN 978-1-921823-68-8

Complexity leadership learning: An alternative to competency-driven learning    
By S F David Ng

The author is Associate Professor, Department of Policy and Leadership Studies, at the National Institute of Education 
in Singapore. He argues the current model for leadership learning is dominated by programs designed to achieve pre-
determined knowledge and skills – driven by faculty members, via prescribed theories and content, and leaving little room 
for knowledge creation. In times of rapid change this is inadequate for educational leaders to generate new knowledge 
to solve unique, context-specific problems. He discusses a complexity-based leadership program, developed and tested in 
Singapore, where innovative and practical learning outcomes have emerged in leadership knowledge, supporting moves 
to a non-linear design more suited to current and future needs.   

Seminar Series No. 244  ISSN 1838-8558  ISBN 978-1-921823-69-5

Big data in education – an international perspective
By Robert Hassell and Dr Sacha DeVelle

The authors, from ACER in Perth, WA, report on research they originally undertook for AISNSW, exploring how schools 
in Finland, Singapore, Japan and Ontario use data to inform improvements in student learning. These jurisdictions have 
regularly outperformed Australia in their results for PISA and other international assessments. The authors address: the types 
of data schools collect in the different jurisdictions and their explicit improvement agenda; how ‘big education data’ is used 
by schools;  the future of data use, including ‘Big Data in Education’; and exemplars of effective data use in schools. They 
identify implications emerging from their research and recommend future actions that are relevant for educational decision 
makers in the Australian context.  

Occasional Paper No. 140  ISSN 1838-8566  ISBN 978-1-921823-70-1

Enhancing teaching and learning through enquiry-based collaborative R&D
By Louise Stoll

The author, Professor of Professional Learning at the Centre for Leadership in Learning, University College London, discusses 
the findings from projects in the UK aimed at improving teaching quality through evidence use and disciplined innovation. 
She identifies key emerging factors and strategies that include: partnership for improvement; collaborative R&D; focusing 
on what matters; and ‘three Greats’ – Great pedagogy; Great professional development; and Great leadership across schools 
– from which she draws ten ‘transversal’ messages for educators. She outlines elements of collaborative enquiry that have 
focused successfully on making a difference to teaching and learning and concludes with questions about what she has said, 
as a basis for reflective dialogue with colleagues.


